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The purpose of the article is to highlight two pivotal events in Ukrainian history which 

contain archetypal figures for current Ukrainian national identity.  
The focus on telling the stories from the Ukrainian perspective and understanding the 

elements of the hero's journey within the stories, the archetypes at play, as well as the 
counter narrative adds a unique approach to understanding the complex history shaping 
Ukrainian identity and fueling the current conflict between Russia and Ukraine, and among 
the Ukrainian people.  

Understanding the main points of the stories from the Ukrainian perspective, and how 
they support Ukrainian national identity will help US policy makers in spotting and 
understanding the Russian counter narratives and how they are used to influence Russian, 
Ukrainian and western audiences.  
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Introduction. Among the Ukrainian figures who stand out, there are but 

a few that have stood the test of time, or rather their stories have become 
transhistorical. Thus, today, they hold the status of heroes in Ukrainian 
history. To understand them we need to start back in the 9th and 10th 
centuries. My previous paper titled Ukrainian Political Figures in History: 
Kyivan Rus, told the story of the Viking founders of Ukraine Vladimir the 
Great and Yaroslav the Wise. After their kingdom Kyivan Rus succumbed to 
the invasion by the Mongols in 1240, the territory then came under the 
control of the Polish Lithuanian Commonwealth. Like American rebels such 
as George Washington and Crazy Horse, Ukraine has its own heroes. This 
paper will focus on two Ukrainian rebel leaders – Bohdan Khmelnytsky and 
Ivan Mazepa; due to their historical significance in relation to the country's 
national identity. Their story, i.e., master narratives and the events they 
created were watershed moments for Ukraine. In addition to showing the 
Ukrainian perspective, each section shows how the narratives differ in 
Russian discourse, i.e., the counter narratives, and an analysis of the master 
narratives comprising the stories that are systematically related, the 
archetypes, the narrative path from desire to satisfaction, and how the 
narratives are used ideologically. 

Analysis of the recent achievements. Various sources are used for 
historiography including notable historians Mikhail Hrushevsky, 
Oleksander Ohloblyn, Arkadii Zhukovsky, Orest Subtelny, and Serhii 
Plokhy. The authors present a deep understanding of Ukrainian history as 
they wrote during different times, building on the achievements of the prior 
authors, the later authors writing in a less restrictive setting and enjoying 
greater access to information. 
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Presentation of the main research. The Cossacks. By the end of the 
14th century much of Ukraine had come under the control of the Kingdom of 
Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania [1, p. 63]. And, in 1478 the 
Crimean Khanate, which was previously ruled by the Golden Horde, had 
become a vassal of Turkey.1 

Although serfdom had already existed in the region from the Medieval 
period (476 AD – 1492), life for the peasants gradually became more 
restricted. By 1505, the Polish government prohibited peasants from leaving 
their villages without their lord's permission [2, p. 90]. Furthermore, in 1557 
the Voloky Ustav law was passed which prohibited peasants from owning 
land. Consequently, the peasants were serfs, i.e., slaves, bound and at the 
mercy of their nobles.  

By the 1569 Union of Lublin, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania had evolved 
into the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, which essentially meant Polish 
rule. Ukraine under the Commonwealth consisted of mostly polish nobility 
and a small percentage of Ukrainian nobles. Mainly, they were estate owners 
and gained their status by serving in the military as well as guards for the 
magnates. However, the Ukrainian nobles gradually became more 
Polonized, adopting the Polish language and converting to Catholicism to 
move up the societal ladder. As a result, Ukraine was losing its identity and 
increasingly the Orthodox Church was viewed as a lower-class religion [2, 
p. 80–102]. Subtelny emphasizes the negative consequences it brought 
upon Ukrainian identity.  

One cannot exaggerate the profound implications that the loss of their 
elite had for the Ukrainians. In the hierarchically structured societies of early 
modern Europe, for a people to be without a nobility was tantamount to being 
a body without a head. It meant that Ukrainians were left without the class 
that normally provided political leadership and purpose, patronized culture 
and education, supported the church, and endowed a society with a sense 
of ethnopolitical identity [2, p. 96]. 

Due to increasing resentment by the peasants, rebellions against Polish 
rule occurred from 1490-1492 in Moldavia, Bukovyna and Galicia. The 
peasants numbered around 10,000, however they were soundly defeated 
due to poor military and organizational skills [2, p. 91]. As Poland worked 
towards colonizing their eastern territories they created a policy which 
allowed peasants to use land in the east, free of obligations for periods 
between ten to thirty years. Facing serfdom from the Poles and the futility of 
rebellion, Ukrainian peasants moved to the uninhabited steppes in the 
southeast, or lower Dnieper region. Also, the lands became a place for 
runaway serfs seeking freedom. There, the peasants had to defend 
themselves from raids by the Tatars. According to Hrushevsky this is where 
the name Ukraine comes from, "which means borderland, because it was 
the borderland of the civilized Christian world" [3, p. 151] [2, p. 107]. 

                                                 
1 The Ottoman Empire, also referred to as the Turkish Empire or Turkey, reigned from 1299 until 
its dissolution in 1922 becoming the Republic of Turkey. 
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These peasants that moved to the frontier settling in new towns were the 
beginnings of the Ukrainian Cossacks. The word Cossack was already in 
use by the Turkish descendants and the Polovtsians. "At first it was applied 
chiefly to nomadic Tatars but was later transferred to Ukrainian freebooters." 
and "The Cossacks who lived in the Black Sea steppes in the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries were probably Tatars,1 but their racial origin is not 
definitely known." [3, pp. 153–154] Most of the towns in the frontier were 
ruled by magnates who used the peasants as troops. According to Subtelny, 
"Slavic Cossacks first appeared in the 1480s, but it was not until the 
development of serfdom in the mid 16th century that their numbers increased 
significantly." [2, p. 108] 

The magnates who ruled these towns began organizing Cossacks to 
defend the frontier from Tatar raids. These magnates were still Orthodox 
Ukrainians as opposed to many of the Polonized Ukrainian nobles. One of 
the most famous early Cossacks was Dmytro "Baida" Vyshnevetsky, who in 
1553–1554 built a fort on the island of Mala Khortytsia below the Dnieper 
rapids as a defense against Tatar raids and manned it with Cossack soldiers. 
This was the establishment for the Zaporozhian Sich – the military and 
political organization of the Cossacks [2, p. 109]. 

By the early 1600s there were three categories of Cossacks. Their 
elected leader was called Hetman. Those that were registered and served 
the Polish government, the Zaporozhians who were independent of the 
government, and the majority of Cossacks who were unregistered and 
living as free men in the frontier [2, p. 111]. The peasants continued to 
move to this region for the better hunting and farming potential and most 
of all freedom. Hrushevsky notes that, "This way of living was called "the 
Cossack life" kozatstvo, and the people who adopted it were known as 
Cossacks." [3, p. 152] Originally, the word signified "expeditions to the 
wilderness" but eventually the word evolved to mean "fleeing the Turkish 
or Tatar shepherds." [3, p. 152] 

Much like life for the cowboy in America's wild west, life for Cossacks in 
the steppes or borderland was equally dangerous. The Ottoman Empire was 
a slave dependent economy and thus, for the Crimean Tatars raiding villages 
and kidnapping Ukrainians became their most lucrative trade [1, p. 74]. A 
quote from Subtelny gives one a better understanding of the scale of 
kidnappings that took place.  

For example, from 1450 to 1586, eighty-six raids were recorded, and 
from 1600 to 1647, seventy. Although estimates of the number of captives 
taken in a single raid reached as high as 30,000, the average figure was 
closer to 3000. In any case, the losses to Ukrainians were serious. In Podilia 
alone, about one-third of all the villages were devastated or abandoned 
between 1578 and 1583 [2, p. 106]. 

Plokhy's research estimates that in the Crimean slave market during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries between 1.5 million and 3 million 

                                                 
1 Tatars were a Turkic tribe who served as the vanguard troops for the Mongol Empire.  
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Russians and Ukrainians were sold, with "children and adolescents bringing 
the highest prices" [1, p. 75]. Due to the harsh environment the Cossacks 
developed into capable warriors and were used for defending the frontier from 
the Tatar raids. Hrushevsky explains that as the Cossacks grew stronger they 
in turn began raiding Tatar towns – steeling booty [3, pp. 153–154]. 

On numerous occasions the Cossacks were used by the Poles in their 
campaigns against the Turkish backed Tatars such as in 1620 when a Polish 
force of 35,000, backed by 40,000 Cossacks, and led by Hetman 
Sahaidachny defeated the Turkish and Crimean Tatar army numbering 
160,000. In order to defend the Commonwealth, the Cossacks would 
negotiate for more autonomy. However, it became a recurring theme for the 
Poles to renege on the agreements [2, p. 113]. 

To be fair, the Cossacks were known as a group of courageous and 
independent men responsible for committing both honorable and 
sometimes atrocious acts. In time, the Cossacks came to be thought of not 
just as protectors against the Muslim threat but also against oppression 
toward the Polish authority. The first Cossack uprising occurred in 1591 
and was led by Krystof Kosynsky. Polish troops put down the rebellion 
during the siege of Cherkasy in 1593. Just two years later Severyn 
Nalyvaiko led another rebellion against Poland with similar results. Polish 
troops backed by loyal Cossacks defeated Nalyvaiko. He was taken to 
Warsaw where he was "tortured before being beheaded, quartered, and 
put on public display." [2, p. 113–114] 

Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the Treaty of Pereiaslav. Hetman Petro 
Konashevych-Sahaidachny was regarded by Subtelny as the most 
outstanding Cossack leader prior to Bohdan Khmelnytsky. He transformed 
the Cossack force into a regular military formation. Believing that the 
Cossack military was in no position to challenge Polish authority, he chose 
a policy of compliance and support, leading his men in Polish campaigns 
against the Turks. In 1621 with a force of 40,000 Cossacks, he helped 
Poland defeat the Turkish army at the Battle of Khotyn dying from his wounds 
shortly after the battle. Though he appeased Poland by agreeing to lower the 
registered Cossacks to 3000 in 1619, he is respected for allying the 
Cossacks with Ukrainian nobility and Orthodoxy, and thus reviving the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church [2, p. 115–116] [4]. 

Again, more rebellions followed. In 1625 Hetman Marko Zhmailo 
negotiated a settlement which raised the number of registered Cossacks to 
6000. In1630 Taras Fedorovych led a rebellion against the Poles which 
ended with terms that raised the register of Cossacks to 8000. And in 1637 
Pavlo Pavliuk led yet another uprising near Chyhyryn, but he was defeated 
resulting in an even more oppressive approach by Poland in dealing with the 
Cossacks [2, p. 115, 117]. 

Various historiographers have confirmed the occurrence of attacks against 
the Jewish population during Polish rule. Subtelny provides insight by 
explaining that the Jewish population were not allowed to own land. However, 
they were permitted to lease it. And they in turn would use serfs to work the 
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land. Since the Jews had to make a profit quickly and compensate for the dues 
owed to the estate owner, they developed a practice and reputation for 
demanding a greater workload on the peasants. As a result, during the various 
rebellions against Polish rule and lawlessness that followed, the Jewish 
population would often be targeted. Subtelny further asserts. 

As the English historian Norman Davies puts it, Jewish participation in 
the oppressive practices of the noble/Jewish alliance "provided the most 
important single cause of the terrible retribution which would descend on 
them on several occasions in the future [2, p. 124]. 

Bohdan Khmelnytsky was born in 1595 in Chyhyryn, Ukraine. His father, 
Mikhailo Khmelnytsky was a Ukrainian nobleman. Born into nobility, Bohdan 
spent his higher education in Lviv, then part of Poland. In addition to 
Ukrainian and Polish, Bohdan Khmelnytsky spoke Latin, Tatar, French and 
Turkish. In 1620 at the Battle of Cecora against the Turks his father was 
killed and Khmelnytsky was captured. He spent two years as a prisoner in 
Istanbul until his mother was able to raise enough money for his release. In 
1646, a Polish nobleman named Daniel Czaplinski claimed Khmelnysty's 
estate, killed his youngest son, kidnapped Khmelnytsky's wife who died the 
next year, and ordered Khmelnystsky's arrest and execution [5] [2, p. 126]. 

This was the beginning of what would become known in history as the 
Great Revolt or Cossack Polish War. Khmelnytsky decided to approach the 
old enemies of the Cossacks – the Crimean Tatars. He formed an alliance 
with the Crimean Khan and hence had the backing of the Tatar forces which 
supplied the vital cavalry that the Cossacks needed to go to war with the 
formidable Polish army. The first battles began in May 1648, in which 
Cossack and Tatar forces wiped out two Polish armies with at least six 
thousand registered Cossacks switching from the Polish side to 
Khmelnytsky's side [1, p. 98]. 

Although thorough analysis of anti-semitism is beyond the scope of this 
paper, it should be noted that in addition to Poles and Catholics, Jews were 
targeted during Khmelnytsky's rebellion and after. Plokhy explains that 
grievance's against the Jews in Ukraine were not Khmelnytsky's focus, 
though, "Khmelnystsky mentioned the Jews in passing , placing them in the 
third or even fourth echelon of Cossack enemies…" [1, p. 99]. Plokhy goes 
on to say, "In a town south of Kyiv named Bila Tserkva, "peasants and 
townspeople…attacked the estates of large landowners, … settling scores 
with nobles, and hunting down Catholoic priests. But those who suffered 
most from the peasant revolt in the summer of 1648 were the Jews of 
Ukraine." [1, p. 98] Sadly, by the end of the summer of 1648 somewhere 
between 14000 and 20000 Jews would be killed in Ukraine [1, p. 99]. 

By the summer of 1649 Khmelnytsky's Cossacks and the Tatar forces 
won a decisive victory against Polish troops near Zboriv in Volhynia, allowing 
Khmelnytsky to negotiate an agreement with King John II of Poland. The 
agreement recognized an autonomous Cossack state within the 
Commonwealth, and allowed the official Cossack register to increase to 
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40,000 [1, p. 100]. By this time Khmelnytsky was "hailed as the Moses, 
savior, redeemer, and liberator of the Rus' people from Polish captivity" [5]. 

At the end of 1653 Khmelnytsky and the Commonwealth had both won and 
lost a number of battles, gaining and giving up territory to each other. Because 
the Ottoman's did not want the Cossacks to become too strong, perhaps 
fearing them to be a future enemy, the Crimean Tatars deserted Khmelnytsky's 
army at the most crucial times when they were on the cusp of total victory. 
Such as during a battle in the fall of 1651 near Berestechko in Volhynia and in 
the fall of 1653 at a battle near the town of Zhvanets in Podolia. The same year 
Khmelnytsky's oldest son was killed in battle defending a fortress named 
Suceava, located in present day Romania [1, p. 103]. 

Khmelnytsky had proven his Cossacks to be a formidable force. He knew 
he could gain territory in battle, but also realized the difficulty he would have 
to defend the land from repeated future attacks by Polish troops. In addition, 
Subtelny points out the difference between fighting for more autonomy 
versus sovereignty, as the later did not become popular until the French 
Revolution of 1789. Instead, swearing an allegiance to a powerful monarch 
or sultan was the common practice [2, p. 133]. In any case Khmelnytsky 
needed the backing of a powerful army to achieve lasting autonomy, such 
as could be given from the Ottoman Sultan or Tsar of Russia, Alexis I The 
Quietist. Therefore, in 1654 Khmelnytsky met with the Tsar's envoy Vasilii 
Buturlin. Khmelnytsky accustomed to Polish practice had expected that he 
would swear allegiance to the Tsar and the Tsar in turn would promise his 
troops to defend the Cossacks from Polish aggression and respect Cossack 
autonomy. However, Burturlin refused to take the oath in the Tsar's name 
claiming that the Tsar was above the Polish king and it was "below his dignity 
to take an oath from his subjects." [2, p. 134] Khmelnytsky walked out of the 
church and threatened to cancel the agreement. He must have been furious, 
though he knew he had no alternative and desperately needed the Tsar's 
troops. Consequently, he signed the Pereiaslav Agreement.  

The agreement resulted in Ukraine becoming a protectorate of Russia. 
In the event of an attack by Poland, Russia was to send troops not only to 
defend Ukraine but attack Poland as well. Oleksander Ohloblyn emphasizes 
that the autonomy of the Cossack state, also known as the Cossack 
Hetmanate, with their elected leader was guaranteed and the Hetmanate 
managed their own national and international policy. Another important 
factor was raising the limit of registered Cossacks to 60000. Khmelnytsky 
and the Cossacks considered it to be a temporary alliance. But Russia 
viewed the agreement differently and soon after began meddling into 
Ukraine's domestic affairs [5]. 

With the agreement in place Khmelnytsky launched a new offensive 
against Poland. By the summer and fall of 1655 the Cossacks had captured 
Lviv and Russian troops were in Vilnius. Also, in July of 1655 Sweden had 
attacked the Commonwealth capturing Warsaw and Krakow. Not wanting 
the Commonwealth to completely collapse nor Sweden becoming too strong, 
the Russian Tsar signed an agreement with Poland on October 24, 1656 
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called the Vilnius Peace Treaty. Unexpectedly, Russia immediately declared 
war against Sweden. Khmelnytsky was enraged that he hadn't been invited 
to the negotiation. Moreover, the peace treaty between Russia and the 
Commonwealth meant that the Cossacks would again be facing Polish 
troops. By making peace with Poland, Khmelnytsky considered the Tsar to 
have reneged on the Pereiaslav Agreement as Russia was required to 
supply its troops in defense of the Cossack Hetmanate. Subtelny quotes a 
letter Khmelnytsky sent to the Tsar comparing Russian behavior to the 
Swedes, "The Swedes are an honest people; when they pledge friendship 
and alliance, they honor their word. However, the Tsar, in establishing an 
armistice with the Poles and in wishing to return us into their hands, has 
behaved most heartlessly with us." [2, p. 137] [6] 

Needing another ally to drive the Commonwealth out of Ukraine, 
Khmelnytsky looked to Sweden and Transylvania – forming an alliance. 
However, the Swedish, Transylvanian, and Cossack alliance was crushed 
by the Commonwealth's new offensive. At which point there was a Cossack 
rebellion in Ukraine. In the face of such devastating setbacks Khmelnytsky 
died on August 6, 1657 bringing an end to the rebellion [6]. 

Under Khmelnystky's leadership he consolidated all the estates in 
Ukraine under his authority, developed the government and military systems, 
and created an elite Cossack class [5]. For many Ukrainians he remains a 
hero symbolizing resistance and commitment to fight for independence.  

Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the Pereiaslav Agreement in Russian 
Discourse. In detailing the Soviet interpretation of the Pereiaslav agreement 
Subtelny reveals how strong the political position was for Ukrainian and 
Russian people to be part of the same union,  

In 1954, during the elaborate celebrations of the 300th anniversary of 
the Ukrainian-Russian union in the USSR, it was announced – not by 
scholars but by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union – that the 
Pereiaslav Agreement was the natural culmination of the age-old desire of 
Ukrainians and Russians to be united and that the union of the two peoples 
had been the prime goal of the 1648 uprising. In the official Soviet 
interpretation, Khmelnytsky's greatness lay in the fact that he understood 
that "The salvation of the Ukrainian people lay only in unity with the great 
Russian people." [2, p. 135] 

Conversely, some Ukrainian politicians such as Ivan Zaets, member of 
parliament, even take the view to completely ignore the Pereiaslav agreement 
saying, "that there was no Pereyaslav agreement, as no treaty had been 
signed at Pereyaslav." He went on to say, "in the course of three hundred years 
[of Russian rule] they took our soul and sold it to the devil" [7, p. 500]. 

Whereas Ukrainians focus on Khmelnytsky's fight for independence, the 
Russian perspective focuses more on the Pereiaslav agreement, making the 
case that Khmelnytsky willingly became a protectorate of Russia and, thus, 
the best scenario is a reunification of Russia and Ukraine, which was often 
referred to as 'Little Russia' when the agreement was signed. Russian 
Jewish historian Gennady Estraikh explains that "Soviet ideologists were 
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generally reluctant to overemphasize the ethnic divides between Russians, 
Belorussians, and Ukrainians." [8, p. 169] For instance, the biography of 
Khmelnytsky in Russiapedia, part of Russia Today, the Russian government 
funded news network, neglects to mention Khmelnytsky's position that the 
Russian Tsar had reneged on the agreement by making peace with Poland. 
Nor does it mention that Khmelnytsky signed a new agreement with Sweden 
as a result. In place of Khmelnytsky being disgruntled, the biography claims 
that after Khmelnytsky's death it was the succeeding hetmans who tried to 
break the agreement. The Cossack leader is written of fondly not only as a 
hero to Ukraine, but also to Russia.  

Khmelnitsky created a whole new epoch, which marked a turning point 
in the history of Ukraine, Russia and Eastern Europe…For Moscow, which 
was somewhat isolated before, it was a giant leap toward closer links with 
Europe and expanding its greatness… Khmelnitsky liberated Ukraine from 
decades of right-less subordination to the Polish Crown and won it the right 
to self-identity and freedom as a nation [9]. 

A reoccurring counter narrative toward Khmelnytsky are the 
massacres that happened during his rebellion. While speaking about 
Khmelnytsky's reputation in Jewish communities Estraikh notes he is 
remembered for the "annihilation of whole Jewish communities, most 
notably in 1648 and 1649" [8, p. 171]. 

Conversely, in 1940 well established Soviet writer Natan Rybak was 
given permission by Krushchev to write a novel on Bohdan Khmelnytsky 
which "emphasized Russian–Ukrainian friendship and treated 
Khmelnytsky as an ideal ruler with traits similar to those of Stalin." [8, p. 
173] What is especially significant is Rubak himself was Jewish, yet he 
emphasised Jewish support for Khmelnytsky and indicated that there were 
also Cossacks of Jewish ethnicity.  

To support their narrative, the Soviets propagandized the agreement to 
paint Khmelnytsky as a hero to be praised by all Soviets. For example, in 
1943 the Soviet leadership created the Order of Bohdan Khmelnytsky, which 
is the only Soviet military order named after a non-Russian. Forthermore, in 
1943 Nikita Khrushchev, as party head of Ukraine, named the town where 
the agreement took place in memorial of it Pereiaslav- Khmelnytsky [8, p. 
170]. Though, Estraikh asserts that Khmelnytsky is also criticized by 
Ukrainians such as national hero Taras Shevchenko for signing the 
agreement, and, thus helping Russian imperialism [8, p. 172]. Estraikh 
further points out that some Jewish hostorians such as Henry Abramson are 
more sympathetic to Khmelnytsky, or at least less critical in blaming him 
entirely for the Jewish massacre's that occurred during the rebellion.  

Meanwhile, some Jewish hostorians such as Henry Abramson are more 
sympathetic to Khmelnytsky, or at least less critical in blaming him entirely 
for the Jewish massacre's that occurred during the rebellion acknowledging 
Jewish exploitation of the peasants, "The Jews were very much part of the 
"hammer," part of the economic machinery that executed Polish control over 
the Ukraine." [8, p. 173–174] 
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Where Ukrainan historians see a national rebellion for independence, 
Russian historians see a rebellion for unification. And, regarding the 
massacres of Jews that occurred during the rebellion, the narrative for 
Russian and Ukrainians historians emphasize that Khmelnytsky cannot be 
solely blamed for violent retribution that happened during the lawless 
period caused by war.  

Analysis of the Bohdan Khmelnytsky Master Narrative. 
Khemelnytsky fits the hero archetype for both Ukrainian and Russian 
historians. Contrastingly, the Pereiaslav Agreeemnt is viewed by Russian 
historians as the desired unification of Ukraine with Russia. The Ukrainian 
point of view emphasizes Khmelnytsky's fight for an independent Ukraine, 
and secondarily the Pereiaslav Agreement as a necessary and short lived 
alliance, which has no bearing on a sovereign Ukraine. The Khmelnytsky 
narrrative tells the story of a reluctant hero. In the beginning he had no desire 
to start a rebellion against Poland. It was only when his estate was unjustly 
taken away from him by a Polish noblemen, his son killed and wife kidnapped 
that started his call to action. During which, his journey would quickly become 
not only of a fight to avenge his family, but his people. Though he failed, the 
message of the narrative is that the conflict of being oppressed still exists 
and is yet unsatisfied; that his actions were heroic and even in failure he 
should be praised with a calling for future heroes.  

Ivan Mazepa and The Battle of Poltava. In 1708 the Cossack leader, 
Ivan Mazepa, signed an allegiance with Sweden to launch a rebellion against 
Russian rule which culminated in the Battle of Poltava in 1709. Considered 
a traitor by Russia and hero to Ukraine, Ivan Mazepa and the Battle of 
Poltava remains one of Ukraine's master narratives.  

Ivan Mazepa was born in 1639 in Mazepyntsi, Kyiv region, to a Ukrainian 
Orthodox family of the petty gentry1 [10, p. 361]. He studied at the Kyiv 
Mohyla College and the Jesuit College in Warsaw. As part of his education 
he was sent by the Polish king to study gunnery in Holland and then traveled 
thoughout Western Europe. Upon his return to Poland he served the king as 
a courtier, travelling to Ukraine on diplomatic missions.  

In 1663 Mazepa returned to Ukraine to care for his ailing father [11]. After 
his father passed away in 1665 Mazepa went to serve the Hetman Petro 
Doroshenko, who ruled the Right Bank of Ukraine. While on a diplomatic 
mission Mazepa was captured by the Zaporozhian Cossacks and handed 
over to Hetman Ivan Semoilovych who ruled the Left Bank of Ukraine. Plokhy 
reveals a story by Voltaire that claims Mazepa was having an affair with the 
wife of a Polish official. Upon being caught, the husband ordered Mazepa 
"stripped naked and bound to a horse that was released into the wild 
steppes." [1, p. 123] According to the story, Mazepa barely alive, was found 
by the Zaporozhian's and nursed back to health. Due to his education, 
experience and manners, Mazepa gained the confidence of Semoilovych 

                                                 
1 The gentry held the status of being a privileged class but were below nobility. 
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and Tsar Peter I of Russia. Consequently, in 1687 when Semoilovych was 
unseated, Mazepa was elected as the new Hetman.  

In Ohloblyn view, Mazepa believed Ukraine could "coexist" with Russia 
and abide by the Pereiaslav Agreement, with Russia remaining a 
protectorate. Therefore, Mazepa supported Tsar Peter I in his war against 
the Ottoman Empire. Yet, Mezepa also dreamed of uniting all of Ukraine as 
one "unified state". He worked toward securing better conditions for the 
peasants such as limiting the serfs working week to two days. However, 
Mazepa's support for the Cossack elite, known as starshyna, and long term 
wars supporting Russia caused him to be unpopular among the population.  

Peter I, also known as Peter the Great, had taken the Russian throne in 
1689 and the elder Mazepa often gave advice to the Tsar regarding relations 
with the Poles. Mazepa supported Peter in his war against the Ottoman 
Empire which in 1697 resulted in the taking of a key military fortress named 
Azov, situated on the Azov Sea. Mazepa also sent troops to the Baltics in 
1704 to support the Tsar's war against Sweden. Subsequently, the heavy 
losses suffered by the Cossacks created much resentment at home. His long 
war against Sweden, known as the Great Northern War began in 1700. 
Instead of defending Ukraine from Ottoman, Tatar and Polish armies, 
Mazepa had to send his army to the Baltics and deep into the 
Commonwealth. Peter I had worked hard to modernize his army. However, 
the Cossacks did not have the same benefit. Thus, the Cossack troops were 
treated as expendable by the Russian officers. Against the formidable 
Swedish troops their losses were fifty to seventy percent [2, p. 163]. To make 
matter worse the Cossacks weren't paid. Hrushevsky contends, 

From 1700 on, the Cossacks were again forced to fight for Peter for 
several years at their own expense, not only receiving no pay for their 
services but perishing in great numbers in the far north because of the rigors 
of the unaccustomed climate." [3, p. 359] 

Plokhy further illustrates the resentemnt Cossacks felt with the 
arrangement, 

The Cossack colonels had complained for years to Mazepa about Peter's 
use of Cossack regiments outside the Hetmanate, especially to dig canals in 
and around St. Petersburg, ...which the Tsar had founded in 1702. There the 
Cossacks died like flies from cold and disease. Moreover, Peter's 
introductino of new taxes and administrative reforms threatened to turn the 
Hetmanate into a regular province of the Muscovite state, not its privileged 
enclave. All that, aruged the colonels, violated the protectorate agreement 
concluded by Bohdan Khmelnytsky with Muscovy [1, p. 125]. 

Though he tried to help the peasant class, his support for the Cossack 
elite and heavy Cossack losses assisting the Russian army would greatly 
hinder his ability to rally the Ukrainian people later. In addition, there were 
numerous complaints in the Ukrainian towns of Russian troops mistreating 
the locals, which Mazepa wrote to the Tsar. Moreover, there were rumours 
that Tsar Peter was going to completely restructure the Cossack military with 
its own leadership and replace Mazepa with a Russian general.  
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As Charles XII looked to attack Moscow, he decided to cut through 
Ukraine. Knowing that he couldn't repel the Swedish invasion on his own, 
Mazepa wrote to Peter requesting Russian troops. Peter replied, "I cannot 
even spare ten men; defend yourself as best you can." [2, p. 164] The Tsar 
also demanded that he use scortched earth tactics, burning the towns and 
villages as the Cossacks fell back [1, p. 125]. 

Facing an invasion that he could not stop, and growing resentment 
concering Russia and his leadership, Hrushevsky argues that Mazepa knew 
that given the situation, once Swedish troops had withdrawn from Ukraine 
that the local population would rebel against him siding with Sweden [3, p. 
360]. Mazepa decided to go for broke by offering to ally with Sweden and 
fight for a fully independent Ukraine. He must have known that given the 
strength of the Russian army, that his chances for success even with 
Sweden's army were far from certain. Nevertheless, in 1706 Mazepa 
began secret negotiations with King Stanislaus I Leszczyński of Poland 
and Charles XII of Sweden to create coalition against Russia. Kost 
Hordiienko, the Ataman of the Zaporozhian Sich, had opposed Mazepa's 
backing of Russia and supported the new coalition. Thus, on March 28, 
1709 Charles XII of Sweden, Kost Hordiienko, and Mazepa signed an 
agreement in which Sweden recognized Ukraine's full autonomy and 
promised the support of its military to ensure Ukraine's sovereignty against 
foreign aggression – specifically Russia.  

Peter I upon hearing of Mazepa's new alliance was obviously furious. He 
called him a traitor and compared him to Judas. However, Plokhy 
emphasizes that in Mazepa's mind, the relationship was "contractual" and 
the Tsar had broken the contract. Moreover, Mazepa's loyalty was to 
Ukraine, not to the Tsar [1, p. 125]. In preparation for battle against the Tsar's 
troops, in November 1708 Mazepa left the city of Baturyn, his headquarters, 
to link up with Charles XII and his army. The same month Russian troops led 
by Aleksandr Menshikov attacked the city, killing more than 10,000 soldiers 
and townspeople including women and children.  

Mazepa called for Cossacks to unite and follow him into battle against 
the Russian army. Aside from Ataman Kost Hordiienko, who chose to 
support Mazepa with his 8000 Zaporozhian Cossacks, he was met with 
disappointment as many Cossacks who had previously encouraged him to 
switch sides decided not to support the uprising, probably out of fear. Yet, 
some were more loyal to Russia as it was also of the Orthodox faith as 
opposed to Protestant Sweden. Subtelny explains the worsening situation 
faced by Mazepa and Charles XII.  

Frightened by the terrible example set in Baturyn, cowed by the Russian 
troops in their midst, and put off by the Protestant Swedes, much of the 
Ukrainian populace refused to join Mazepa. It preferred to wait and see how 
matters developed. Surprisingly, the one numerically significant segment of 
the Ukrainian population that did side with the hetman was the Zaporozhians. 
Although they had often been at odds with him because of his elitism, they 
regarded Mazepa as a lesser evil than the tsar. But the Zaporozhians were 
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to pay dearly for their decision. In May 1709, a Russian force destroyed their 
Sich and the tsar issued a standing order for the immediate execution of any 
Zaporozhian who was captured [2, p. 164]. 

Furthermore, when Charles XII and Mazepa met the Tsar's army, the 
Swedes had a force of 25,000 and Mazepa was only able to raise between 
3000 to 7000 Cossacks against more than 50,000 Russian soldiers. 
Moreover, 9000 to 21,000 Cossacks fought on the Russian side [1, p. 126]. 
Making matters worse, Charles XII was counting on additional Swedish 
troops for the battle, however, they were forced to remain in Poland to 
support his ally, the Polish King Stanislaus I Leszczyński who was being 
challenged with a coup d'état by the Russian backed leader Frederick 
Augustus II [12]. The Swedish king was also counting on Turkish and 
Crimean Tatar troops to support his army however they chose to stand down.  

Before the battle as the opposing forces drew closer to each other, 
Charles XII had received a message that another 40,000 Russian troops 
were to arrive within two days to reinforce the already numerically superior 
force. Thus, on July 8th at 05:00, Charles XII launched a "lightening blow" 
attack in hopes of crushing the Russian troops as he had in previous battles. 
Unfortunately, his troops met heavy fire from artillery and rifles. By 11:00 
more than 9000 Swedish troops were killed versus 1345 Russian troops. 
Ivan Mazepa, Kost Hordiienko with their Cossacks together with Charles XII 
and 3000 Swedish troops fled south to Ottoman territory. Unfortunately, 
Swedish General A.L. Lewenhaupt had no choice but to surrender with 
16,000 Swedish troops and their Cossack force. According to the terms, the 
Swedish troops would be treated humanely, however, most of the Cossack 
troops were executed for treason or sent to Siberia. It was a massive defeat 
which spelled the end of Ukraine's hope for independence for the next two 
centuries. Additionally, it marked the close of Swedish imperialism and 
beginning of Russia's rise as an imperial power. Downhearted and 
disparaged Mazepa died on September 21, 1709 in Bendery, Moldavia.  

In Ukrainian history Ivan Mazepa is remembered for his support of the 
arts and education. He established new colleges and funded the 
construction of new churches built in the Baroque style. But most of all he 
is remembered for his rebellion and celebrated for having the courage to 
fight for an independent Ukraine, and, as a result paying the ultimate 
sacrifice. In 2009 the Cross of Ivan Mazepa was created to honor citizens. 
And, in 2015 the Cross was presented by Ukrainian President Petro 
Pereshenko to the director of the documentary 'Winter on Fire', a film about 
the Euromaidan Revolution in 2014. Furthermore, the ten hryvnia bank 
note is dedicated to Ivan Mazepa. He remains one of Ukraine's strongest 
symbols of resistance to foreign rule. 

Ivan Mazepa in Russian Discourse. Ivan Mazepa is despised among 
Russophile historians being cast with the betrayer or Judas archetype. Upon 
learning that Mazepa had sided with the King of Sweden, Tsar Peter ordered 
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Mazepa anathematized1 from the Russian Orthodox Church, hanged in 
effigy, and the hetman's city of Bataryn sacked.  

Shortly after, a sermon by Stefan Iavors'kyi, originally from Kiev and 
head of the Russian Orthodox Church, praised Mazepa for his previous 
contributions to the church but shared Peter's view of Mazepa being a 
traitor and compared him to Judas. Giovanna Brogi Bercoff points out that 
even if Iavors'kyi held Mazepa in high regard, his alliance with the 
Protestant king would have been absolutely unacceptable to Iavors'kyi for 
religious reasons [13, p. 209]. 

Another sermon was given by theologian Feopan Prokopovych, also 
from Kiev and head of the Kiev-Mohyla academy. The second sermon was 
quite pronounced in its praising of Peter I and aggressive in its attack against 
Mazepa, comparing him to Hannibal the symbol or archetype for the greatest 
enemy of Rome. Quite significant is that the liturgy was edited by the Tsar 
himself [13, pp. xix, 216]. 

For decades after the Battle of Poltava, his name was stigmatized with 
the word Mazepist being used to denote 'enemy of the monarchy'. Andrii 
Bovgyra writes, "Thus, the tradition of associating Ukrainians with Mazepa, 
which began in the aftermath of Poltava, continued over the rest of the 
century, with the terms Mazepist and khokhol2 expressing the negative 
attitude toward Ukrainians in the Russian Empire." [14, p. 531] 

According to Thomas Prymak, "Peter even proclaimed that Mazepa 
wished to return Ukraine to the rule of Catholic Poland, which had lost 
ascendency over this land some years before. He wanted, said Peter, to 
destroy Orthodoxy by restoring the Church Union with Rome." Prymak's 
analysis reveals how later Russophiles such as Petro Symonovsky and 
Vasyl Ruban, "exaggerated Mazepa's Polish connections" even claiming he 
was Polish [15]. Prymak quite compellingly points out the difference in how 
a popular love story about Mazepa is told. Voltaire who romanticized Mazepa 
told the story of Mazepa's love for a younger woman named Motrena 
Kochubei. However, in the version by Dmytro Bantysh-Kamensky, a writer 
loyal to the Tsar, it is emphasized that Motrena's father Vasyl Kochubei had 
complained about the love affair to the Tsar and because the Tsar didn't 
believe the accusations placed against Mazepa returned the father to the 
hetman for punishment. As a result, Mazepa had the father executed, which 
greatly damages the romantic image created by Voltaire and hero image 
shared by Ukrainophiles [15]. 

A poem by Alexander Pushkin written in 1828–29, 'Poltava', is one of the 
best examples of the Mazepa narrative in Russian discourse. Pushkin 
describes Mazepa as most cunning and deceitful:  

 
Of younger days, long since gone by; 
With self-willed men, he praises freedom, 

                                                 
1 Anathematize, i.e., cursed and condemned. 
2 Khokhol is a derogatory Russian term against Ukrainians. Since the Revolution of Dignity in 2014, 
also known as Euromaidan, the anti-Ukrainian slur has risen in usage.  
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With malcontents, he censures power, 
With bitter men, he sheds false tears; 
With stupid men, he bandies words! [16, p. 136] 

 
Later calling him a traitor:  

 
The dawn will show who must retreat. 
The traitor to the Russian Tsar 
Fell silent, then his eyelids closed. [16, p. 162] 

 
Yet, Pushkin emphasizes the greatness of the Swedes and in doing so 

makes Peter's victory all the more heroic:  
 
The shot is flying, bullets gleam, 
Cold bayonets foreshadow doom. 
The Swedes, the sons of precious victory, 
Tear through the fire of Russian trenches; [16, p. 162] 

 
The poem later describes the aftermath of the battle where a most valiant 

Peter respectfully invites the Swedish king and his senior officers to dinner. 
In contrast, Mazepa is described as a cowardly Judas:  

 
As if a swarm of jet-black locusts. 
But Peter revels, and his gaze 
Is proud, and clear, and full of glory. 
His regal feast is marvelous. 
Within his tent, amid the shouts 
Of all his men, he entertains 
His leaders and his enemies' leaders, 
Consoles his worthy prisoners, 
Raises the cup of victory 
To drink his warlike teacher's health. 
But where's the first, the guest of honor? 
Where is the first, our frightening teacher, 
Whose long endured maliciousness 
The victor of Poltava quenched? 
And where's Mazeppa, where's the villain? 
Where has that Judas fled in fear? 
Why isn't the King among the guests? 
Why isn't the traitor on the block? [16, p. 166] 

 
Supporting the imperial narrative Tchaikovsky would be inspired by the 

poem for his opera in 1884 titled 'Mazeppa', which paints a similar picture of 
the hetman versus the heroic Peter. For Russian collective memory and 
identity, Peter remains one of the strongest hero archetypes – an absolute 
hero. Perhaps something close to George Washington for Americans, being 
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immune from controversy. Professor Yaroslav Sobolievskyi adheres to the 
same opinion [24]. Most importantly he was victorious and as Churchill said, 
"History is written by the victors." 

Analysis the Ivan Mazepa Master Narrative. Like Khmelnytsky, 
Mazepa was born to a privileged family. Both were well educated and in the 
beginning of their stories neither wanted to start a rebellion. Both seemed 
content as Khmelnytsky supported the status quo with the Polish authority 
and Mazepa believed Ukraine could coexist with Russia as a protectorate. 
Khmelnytsky's call to action is based on avenging his family, whereas 
Mazepa, the romantic and charismatic leader, finds himself in a dilemma. 
Facing an overthrow by his own people, or being removed from power by the 
Tsar, he chooses to take the ultimate risk by starting a rebellion to achieve 
full independence knowing failure and capture meant execution. Where 
Khmelnytsky needed a strong ally in Russia to have any chance of 
independence from Poland, Mazepa needed a strong allow in Sweden to 
have any hope of independence from Russia. Moreover, the story of Russia 
abandoning Ukraine during its war against Poland is repeated when Mazepa 
was denied Russian troops to defend Ukraine from a Swedish invasion. 
Mazepa's call to action is at the moment he understands that a Swedish 
invasion is impending and his position as hetman and what autonomy the 
Cossacks still have will soon to be taken away by the Tsar. Consequently, 
Mazepa sides with Sweden and Turkey. However, as when the Tatar force 
abandoned Khmelnytsky on his verge of victory to prevent the Cossacks 
from becoming too strong, the Tatars were again unwilling to support 
Mazepa and Sweden in achieving victory at Poltava. The Mazepa master 
narrative is of a reluctant hero who when faced with his dilemma chooses to 
rise for a noble cause bigger then himself. Though his odds weren't certain, 
he united with a formidable and modern nation with the Swedish king. Like 
Khmelnytsky, Mazepa knew he had to achieve victory or face death. He 
accepted his challenge and like Khmelnytsky he failed. Yet, the message of 
the story is not of failure but of a rebel and the desire for independence is 
one that should be fought for. The Battle of Poltava plays out as a struggle 
of good versus evil, the oppressed rebelling against the oppressor, and the 
narrative is framed in such a way that the intended audience understands 
that if the hero dies he will be remembered for making a noble sacrifice and 
another will take his place. If he succeeds then he, the hero, satisfies the 
desire for freedom. Thus, both outcomes are understood and the audience 
member is motivated to act, knowing his two likely outcomes.  

Conclusion. Like Britain and the United States, Ukraine and Russia 
share the same genesis, with the later countries becoming significantly more 
powerful. However, understanding the history of Ukraine is a more complex 
endeavor compared to Britain. Russia and Ukraine draw from the narratives 
of Kyivan Rus, yet, Russian historians differ from Ukrainians in that the Rurik 
Dynasty were Slavic as opposed to Viking. Moreover, Ukraine sees itself as 
an independent nation that became unified with Russia only due to force. 
Notably, Khmelnytsky rebelled against Poland for independence viewing the 
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Pereiaslav Agreement as a contract which would give Ukraine a strong 
protectorate while retaining its autonomy. Ivan Mazepa and the Battle of 
Poltava was an example of the continuation of the desire for freedom which 
would be played out in future attempts for freedom during World War I, World 
War II, and finally achieving independence in 1991. 
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УКРАЇНА: РАННІ ПОВСТАННЯ ЗА НЕЗАЛЕЖНІСТЬ  
ХМЕЛЬНИЦЬКОГО І МАЗЕПИ 

 
Висвітлено дві ключові події в українській історії, які містять архетипічні фі-

гури для сучасної української національної ідентичності. 
Акцент на розповідання історій з українського кута зору і розуміння елементів 

подорожі героя в межах історій, архетипів у грі, а також контраргумент додає уні-
кальний підхід до розуміння складної історії, формує українську ідентичність і роз-
палювання поточного конфлікту між Росією і Україною і серед українського народу. 

Розуміння основних моментів історій з погляду того, як вони підтримують ук-
раїнську національну ідентичність, допоможе політикам США виявляти й розу-
міти контраргументи в Росії і те, як вони використовуються для впливу на росій-
ську, українську і західну аудиторію. 

Ключові слова: Україна, політологія, історія, майстер оповіді, Росія, Хмельни-
цький і Мазепа. 
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УКРАИНА: РАННИЕ ВОССТАНИЯ ЗА НЕЗАВИСИМОСТЬ  
ХМЕЛЬНИЦКОГО И МАЗЕПЫ 

 
Освещены два ключевых события в украинской истории, которые содержат ар-

хетипические фигуры для современной украинской национальной идентичности. 
Акцент на рассказывание историй с украинской точки зрения и понимание эле-

ментов путешествия героя в рамках историй, архетипов в игре, а также контр-
аргумента добавляет уникальный подход к пониманию сложной истории, форми-
рующей украинскую идентичность и разжиганию текущего конфликта между 
Россией и Украиной и среди украинского народа. 

Понимание основных моментов историй с украинской точки зрения и того, как 
они поддерживают украинскую национальную идентичность, поможет политикам 
США выявлять и понимать контраргументы в России и то, как они используются 
для воздействия на российскую, украинскую и западную аудиторию. 

Ключевые слова: Украина, политология, история, мастер повествования, 
Россия, Хмельницкий и Мазепа. 

 
  


